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Presentation Notes
Usually think of as wills and trustsMuch morePersonal care – how and by whom – what decisions will be made and who makes themAssets – how assets will be managed during your life timeAssets – does it make sense to distribute assets during life timeAssets – how and to whom assets distributed when you diePersonal – who takes care of my kids – how will I be taken care of when I dieIn flux – must be alert and make changes as assets and law change



If I die . . . .
• “Most people die at 25 and aren’t buried until they’re 75.”

Benjamin Franklin

• I'm always relieved when someone is delivering a eulogy and I realise I'm listening to it.
George Carlin

• It's not that I'm afraid to die, I just don't want to be there when it happens.
Woody Allen



OVERVIEW
• The talk

• Life Planning
• Will or Trust

• Or not

• Personal – assets, family, death
• Power of attorney

• End of life choices
• Advanced Health Care Directive
• Orders for Life-Sustaining Treatment
• Do Not Resuscitate



THE TALK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Facts90% say important to talk to loved ones about end of life decisions27% have80% would talk to MD about end of life decisions7% have82% say it is important to put end of life decisions in writing23% have60% important not to burden loved ones with hard decisions56% have not communicated end of life decisionsSurvery of Californians by California Healthcare FoundationCDC-------------------Talk about who you are selecting  - avoid hurt feelingsWill they have the time and accept the resonsibility



WHO WILL TAKE CARE OF ME?
• POWER OF ATTORNEY

• GENERAL OR SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES

• ENDS ON INCAPACITY

•DURALE POWER OF ATTORNEY

• CONTINUES AFTER LOSS OF CAPACITY

•SPRINGING POWER OF ATTORNEY
• EFFECTIVE ON DATE OR CONDITION

•OTHERS
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Presentation Notes
Even with a living trust consider durable power of attorney for property management and limited financial transactions and to deal with assets that have not been transferredGeneral Financial Power of Attorney: permits the agent to transact any or all business, other than health care, for the principal. • Durable Financial Power of Attorney: remains active if the principal becomes incapacitated. • Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care, sometimes called Health Care Power of Attorney, which California combines with a living will to create an Advance Health Care Directive (see the Legal Research Guide on Living Wills, Durable Powers of Attorney, & Advance Health Care Directives on our website at: www.saclaw.org/pages/living-wills.aspx). • Limited (or Special) Power of Attorney: used for childcare, for example, allowing the agent to make decisions in place of the parents about school or health care for the children. Incarcerated persons may need one or more POAs for this and other specific tasks of limited duration. • Military Power of Attorney: Federal law makes special provisions for the drafting of powers of attorney for Military personnel, who should contact their Armed Services Legal Assistance Office for information. Use this link to find a Legal Assistance office near you: legalassistance.law.af.mil/content/locator.php. • Financial Institution Power of Attorney: some banks and other financial institutions (such as CalPERS and the IRS) require that you use their own forms.



ESTATE PLANNING

WILLS TRUSTS
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Presentation Notes
If die intestate:Judge appoints someoneDistributed according to the law – to relatives no matter how remoteWhat is in estateEvery asset – bank accounts, real estate, stocks, furniture, cars – everything you can touch  and seeWillNames who gets your assetsNames executor – to manage estate, pay taxes and expenses and distributeCalifornia statutory will – www.calbar.ca.govMust be exactWhat is in estateEverything in your nameExcept bank and securities accounts that have designated beneficiaries, life insurance, IRS and some annuitiesAssets in a revocable trustKinds of trustsRevocable living trustAssets put in trustBoth separate and communityManaged during lifeTransferred to beneficiaries when dieName selfSuccesor trusteeNot subject to court supervisionWho to pick – organized, prudent, responsible and honestStill need a will – spill overBenefits Assets managed in the way that you want in your lifetime and in deathNot done with court supervisionIf become incapacitated you know who will superviseAvoids conservatorshipWho does not needSmall estates - $150,000Who believes court supervision is necessaryTestamentary trust – based on instructions in wil – in probate – manage assets for childrenIrrevocable trut – cannot be amended or revokedLife insurance trustsIrrecovable trust for childenCharitable trustsTaxesNone to spouse or charitiesTaxed if estate is over $5.45M – including gifts given during lifetimeGifts $14,000/year to each child or anyone else



OPTIONS TO WILLS OR TRUSTS
 JOINT TENANCY

REVOCABLE TRANSFER UPON DEATH

FOR LIFE INSURANCE, RETIREMENT PLANS, TRUSTEE BANK ACCOUNTS, PAY ON DEATH ASSETS

SPEND IT ALL
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How a Transfer on Death Deed Works A TOD allows an owner of residential real property to name one or more beneficiaries to receive the property immediately upon death without going through probate.  However, there are specific rules for using a TOD deed: Only for a single family home or condominium unit, or a single family residence on 40 acres or less of agricultural land, or a multiple residence that has no more than 4 residential dwelling units It must be signed and dated before a notary public It must be recorded within 60 days or less from the date it is signed It can be revoked by the transferor at any time. How to Revoke ItThere are three ways to for the owner of real property to revoke a prior TOD: Record a formal notice of revocation. Record a new TOD with a different beneficiary. Transfer/Sell the real property to someone else prior to the owner’s death. In theory this means that a person who owns real property in their lifetime could execute and record more than one TOD.  It is the TOD with the most recent recording date that will be the one in effect. Benefits of a Transfer on Death Deed (1)  Quick, easy, and inexpensive.(2) Avoids probate (assuming the beneficiary does not predecease the owner).(3) A good temporary solution to avoid probate in a crisis situation where real property owner doesn’t have time to create a revocable living trust.(4) It is revocable during the owner’s life. Drawbacks of a Transfer on Death Deed (1)  Probate will not be avoided if the named beneficiary on the TOD deed dies before the real property owner.(2)  Problematic for a person or couple with minor children, as a court appointed custodian will actually hold, control, and manage the property until the child turns eighteen, at which time the child will receive it outright. (3)  It is uncertain for those who hold property as joint-tenants as a TOD deed is truly only effective for the surviving co-tenant. (4) If the property owner becomes incapacitated (stroke, dementia, or other event), there may be no one to revoke the TOD deed which may be necessary due to a change in family, financial, or legal circumstances. (5) Invites litigation on the grounds of incompetence, undue influence, or fraud. (6)  Possible conflicts and litigation where a TOD deed or revocation deed was not timely recorded. (7)  Possible that it will not protect the home from MediCal estate recovery. Effect on Creditors It is important to note that a named beneficiary in a TOD deed does not have any rights to the real property during the owner’s life.  The good news for the owner is that the creditors of the beneficiary cannot place liens on the real property.  The bad news for the beneficiary is that any liens on the property by creditors of the owner will transfer to them.Does It work for Co-Owners of Real Property? Many people, especially married couples, own property together in joint tenancy or community property with the right of survivorship.  A TOD deed can be used to name beneficiaries, but the TOD will have no effect unless you outlive the co-owner.  This could lead to uncertain results in who ultimately inherits the real property and thus would not be the best option for these type of co-owners. For example, a Bob and Loretta are married and own their home as community property with rights of survivorship. To leave their family home to their daughter, Lucy, and avoid probate they both record TOD deeds naming her as a beneficiary.  Bob dies first and Loretta automatically inherits his half interest in their home.  Years later Loretta gets remarried to Tom and adds him to title of the family home as a community property co-owner.  Loretta keeps original TOD deed naming Lucy as a beneficiary intact, but dies before Tom.  Loretta’s TOD deed is null and void and Tom inherits the family home outright and becomes part of his estate.  When Tom later dies, the family home is passed to his heirs and not Lucy. Thus, Lucy is effectively disinherited.  This assuredly was not Bob or Loretta’s intended outcome when they recorded their original TOD deeds. As you can see, using a TOD in joint-tenancy can lead to uncertain and unintended results.  Instead, other planning strategies such as a revocable living trust would make more sense to avoid the unfortunate disinheritance result above.  That is why it is important to review the benefits of a TOD deed and compare them to the potential  drawbacks prior to using them.  Given the number of potential drawbacks to using a TOD deed, they may be an insufficient “do-it-yourself” tool for those who legitimately need legal advice and more comprehensive estate planning.  That is why it is important that you discuss your unique circumstances with an estate planning attorney who can help customize your planning to choose the right tools to fit your unique needs and goals.  If you are interested in learning more about TOD deeds, or about other methods of protecting and transferring your property through an estate plan, the team at Snyder Law is happy to have a conversation with you.�



OPTIONS FOR YOUR HEIRS

Affidavit for Transfer of Personal Property Worth $150,000 or Less

• All real and personal property.

• All life insurance or retirement benefits that will be paid to the estate (but not any insurance or 

retirement benefits designated to be paid to some other person).

• Affidavit Contents

• Process
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Do not include:Cars, boats or mobile homes.Real property outside of California.Property held in trust, including a living trust.Real or personal property that the person who died owned with someone else (joint tenancy).Property (community, quasi-community, or separate) that passed directly to the surviving spouse or domestic partner.Life insurance, death benefits or other assets not subject to probate that pass directly to the beneficiaries.Unpaid salary or other compensation up to $5,000 owed to the person who died.The debts or mortgages of the person who died. (You are not allowed to subtract the debts of the person who died.)Bank accounts that are owned by multiple persons, including the person who died.To use to Affidavit process:Fill out the Affidavit.�Many banks and other institutions have their own affidavit. So, check with them first and ask for one. Your court's self-help center may also have this form or a sample you can use to guide you.You can list all assets in 1 affidavit. Or you can do one affidavit for each asset.Attach (to the affidavit):A certified copy of the death certificate of the person who died.Proof that the person who died owned the property (like a bank passbook, storage receipt, stock certificate).Proof of your identity (like a driver's license or passport)An Inventory and Appraisal (Form DE-160) of all real property owned by the decedent in California.  You will need to get this form signed by a probate referee.  If there is no real property, then you do not need this form.Have the affidavit notarized.�Legally, you are not required to have the affidavit notarized BUT many institutions will ask you to, so it is a good idea to notarize it before you try to use it to transfer the property.If there are other people entitled to inherit the property, they MUST also sign the affidavit.�This shows you all agree that the property listed on your affidavit can be transferred to you.� To have the property transferred to you, give the affidavit to the person, company, or bank that has the property now.



HEALTH CARE DECISIONS

ADVANCE HEALTH CARE DIRECTIVE DO NOT RECUSITATE

PHYSICIAN ORDERS FOR LIFE-
SUSTAINING TREATMENT
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What are health care forms called in California?There are two basic kinds of health care documents that everyone should make. First, you'll need a document naming a trusted person to direct your health care if you are unable to do so yourself. This document is commonly called a durable power of attorney for health care.Second, you should make a document setting out the types of medical treatment you would or would not like to receive in certain situations. This document is often known as a living will.In California, these two documents are combined into a single form called an advance health care directive.In California, the person you name to make decisions for you is called your agent. Most people name a spouse, partner, relative, or close friend as their agent. Under California law, your agent may not be:your treating health care provideran employee of your treating health care provider, unless the individual is your registered domestic partner or is related to you by blood, marriage or adoption -- or you and the employee both work for your treating health care provideran operator or employee of a community care facility, unless the individual is your registered domestic partner or is related to you by blood, marriage or adoption -- or you and the employee both work at the community care facilityan operator or employee of a residential care facility for the elderly, unless the individual is your registered domestic partner or is related to you by blood, marriage or adoption -- or you and the employee both work at the residential care facility.Give copies oHealth care agentDoctor Health plan representatives family



CONSERVATORSHIP
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Conservator of the Person vs. Conservator of the EstateA Conservator of the Person is appointed to make decisions about personal matters for the conservatee, including decisions about food, clothing, and residence.A Conservator of the Estate is responsible for handling the financial affairs of the conservatee. The conservator has the power to collect the conservatee’s assets, pay bills, make investments, etc. However, the conservator must seek court supervision for major transactions, such as the purchase or sale of real property, borrowing money, and gifting of assets.A conservatee can have different people as the conservator of person and estate or one person can serve in both functions. Some conservatees may have only a conservator of the person, or only a conservator of the estate.Advantages of a ConservatorshipA conservatorship offers more protection against abuse of the conservatee than other devices because the court supervises the conservator. The conservator must first file with the court an inventory listing all the conservatee’s property, and later, accountings that reflect all transactions involving the conservatee’s assets. A conservatorship can be helpful as a structured mechanism for managing an incapacitated person’s affairs when no other mechanism is in place, especially when that person is reluctant to accept assistance.Disadvantages of a ConservatorshipThe court is heavily involved in the conservatorship process, and this can result in substantial costs in attorney’s fees, filing fees, and investigator’s fees. The proceeding is public, so the conservatee’s assets become a matter of public record. The conservator must continually return to court for approval of certain transactions, which require hearings and additional fees and can create delays in completing the transactions. Another important disadvantage is the potential for a massive loss of individual rights by the conservatee.Conservatorships and Nursing HomesA conservatorship can be used to plan for Medi-Cal benefits for a person who is incapacitated and may need to enter a nursing home. For example, a conservator may petition the court for approval of appropriate Medi-Cal planning transactions, such as transferring a home or other assets.Conservatorships and Mental InstitutionsUnder a Probate Conservatorship, the conservator may not place the conservatee into a locked mental institution against his or her will. However, under an Lanterman-Petris-Short Act (LPS) conservatorship, a person who has been found to be "gravely disabled" can be involuntarily committed to a mental institution. An LPS conservatorship must be initiated by the county government; it cannot be petitioned for by a spouse or relative.Assessment FactorsIn determining whether an individual has lost mental capacity to the extent that a conservatorship is warranted, many factors will be considered. For a general idea, see: Assessment Factors2



HOW TO SET UP A CONSERVATORSHIP
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How is a conservatorship established?The PetitionThe conservatorship process begins when someone proposes to the court that he or she should be appointed conservator over a proposed conservatee. This "proposal" is officially known as a petition for conservatorship.Who can petition for a conservatorship?A relative, friend, public official, nonprofit agency, or professional conservator may petition the court to be appointed conservator of an individual.3To obtain a conservatorship, the proposed conservator must be bondable; that is, a surety agency must be willing to issue a bond ensuring that the conservator will faithfully execute his or her duties.4Generally, in order to obtain a bond, a conservator must be represented by an attorney.What does the petitioner need to do?To obtain a conservatorship over the person, the petitioner must prove to the court by clear and convincing evidence that the proposed conservatee is "unable to provide properly for his or her personal physical needs, including: health, food, clothing, or shelter."5To obtain a conservatorship over the estate, a petitioner must prove to the court by clear and convincing evidence that the proposed conservatee is "substantially unable to manage his or her own financial resources or resist fraud or undue influence."6The petitioner must also list for the court all possible alternatives to the conservatorship and the reason or reasons each alternative is unsuitable or unavailable.7 Possible alternatives include: Voluntary acceptance of informal or formal assistance, a special or limited power of attorney, a general power of attorney, a durable power of attorney for finances, advance health care directive, estate management, and a trust.The court investigator and the hearingOnce a petition is filed with the court, a court investigator is appointed to interview the proposed conservatee. The investigator reports his or her findings back to the court.The court will set a hearing, where the judge determines whether or not the conservatorship is required and what types of special powers may be granted to the conservator. The conservatee has the right to a jury trial if he or she desires one.What is a temporary conservatorship?If the proposed conservator can prove to the court that an emergency exists, he or she may obtain a temporary conservatorship on an expedited basis. Through a temporary conservatorship, the conservator can provide the conservatee with immediate care, maintenance or support (for a conservatorship of the person), or to protect his or her property from loss or injury (for a conservatorship of the estate). The temporary conservator serves for a limited time, pending the determination of the main petition.8What is a limited conservatorship?Limited conservatorships are available for persons who have a developmental disability9 and who only need help with certain areas of their lives. If the conservator is petitioning to be a limited conservator, he or she will petition for the right to perform certain duties. If appointed, the limited conservator will have the power to take care of only those aspects of the conservatee’s life and financial affairs specified in the court order. The conservatee retains all other legal and civil rights.Dementia PowersConservators may seek special powers for conservatees who suffer from dementia. The special powers allow a conservator to place the conservatee in a locked facility specially designed for the treatment of dementia and to authorize psychotropic medications meant to treat dementia. Conservators normally do not have these powers and require special court approval.Conservatorships are public proceedingsConservatorships are public proceedings: the conservatee’s assets, income, and expenses become a matter of public record. However, California law requires that the petition for conservatorship include a form entitled "Confidential Supplemental Information." In this confidential document, petitioner lists the facts showing why the conservatorship is warranted (why the proposed conservatee is unable to properly provide for his or her personal care or substantially manage his or her own resources, among other things).10Notice and Special NoticeThe court will hold public hearings to do things like establish a conservatorship, approve a conservator’s accountings, and hear objections to an accounting. California law requires that notice of these hearings must be given to the following individuals:11The conservatorThe conservatee/proposed conservateeThe spouse or registered domestic partner of the conservatee/proposed conservateeInterested parties, if they have requested "special notice"12Relatives of the conservatee/proposed conservatee



DUTIES OF A CONSERVATOR
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What are the duties of a conservator?If a conservator of the estate is appointed, the conservator must:Obtain a bond as a guarantee that he or she will faithfully perform the required duties.Manage the estate’s assets with the care of a prudent person dealing with someone else’s property, keeping estate assets in interest–bearing accounts and ensuring that the assets are separate from anyone else’s assets.File an inventory of the conservatee’s property.Determine that there is appropriate and adequate insurance covering the assets and risks of the estate.Keep complete and accurate records of each financial transaction affecting the estate.If a conservator of the person is appointed, the conservator must:Obtain a bond as a guarantee that he or she will faithfully perform the required duties.Assess the conservatee’s needs.Decide where the conservatee is to live, choosing the "least restrictive," appropriate living situation that is safe and comfortable and allows the conservatee as much independence as possible.Ensure that the conservatee’s health needs are met, if medical authority has been granted.Work with the Conservator of the Estate, if there is one.Are conservators paid for their services?At least 90 days after being appointed, the conservator of the estate may petition the court for payment for the services of the conservator of the estate, conservator of the person, or both. The court will make an order allowing any compensation the court determines is just and reasonable, including compensation to attorneys of the conservator of estate, person, or both. Some courts may expressly limit the compensation allowed; for example, San Francisco courts require that the fees of conservators of the estate not exceed 1% of the fair market value of assets at the end of the accounting period. The compensation allowed will be charged to the estate.13Who are professional conservators?Professional conservators (also called "private conservators") earn a living from compensation for their services as conservator of the person, the estate, or both. They usually manage the affairs of several conservatees at once. Many are members of the Professional Fiduciary Association of California. See: http://www.pfac-pro.org.In the past, there had been problems regarding the integrity with which some professional conservators manage their incapacitated clients’ funds. Due to the passage of the Omnibus Conservatorship and Guardianship Reform Act of 2006, more stringent standards have been enacted regarding conservatorship oversight. Here are some of the specific ways that oversight has been strengthened:Conservators are required to adhere to more stringent standards regarding selection of a conservatee’s residence. (Probate code sections 2352–2591)Courts review conservatorships more frequently (at six months and one year after the initial appointment and yearly thereafter). (Probate code § 1850(a))Courts review conservators with more scrutiny. Court investigators are  required to fully investigate a conservatee’s living situation, quality of care and finances, and any proposed moves. (Probate code § 1851(a))Courts will be able to review a conservatorship at any time on its own motion. (Probate code § 1850(b))Investigations are conducted without prior notice to the conservator. (Probate code § 1851(a))Court investigators are permitted to inspect and copy all of the conservator’s records, including expenditures/receipts. (Probate code § 1851(a))Accountings submitted by conservators are subject to thorough and more scrutinizing review. (Probate code § 2620 (c), (d), (e))Qualification and education requirements have been raised for court investigators, conservators, court–employed staff attorneys, court–appointed counsel, and examiners. (Probate code § 1456)Uniform standards of conduct have been developed to govern the actions that conservators may take on behalf of conservatees. (Probate code § 2410)Where can I find information about professional conservators?The Professional Fiduciaries Bureau oversees the licensing and activities of professional conservators. The Bureau is managed by Califorinia’s Department of Consumer Affairs and has an informational web site for both professional conservators and their clients. Professional Fiduciaries Bureau The web site allows the public to find out whether a conservator is licensed as a professional fiduciary and to review and file complaints.Professional fiduciaries provide critical services to seniors, disabled persons, and children. They manage matters for clients including daily care, housing and medical needs, and also offer financial management services ranging from basic bill paying to estate and investment management. Requirements for licensing include passing an examination and completing thirty (30) hours of approved education courses (See Pre-Licensing Education Information), and earning fifteen (15) hours of continuing education credit each year for renewal. Licensees must comply with reporting requirements and must abide by the Professional Fiduciaries Code of Ethics so that client matters are handled responsibly and without conflict.



THE TALK REDUX
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http://theconversationproject.org/



THANKS!
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